
“Institution integrates cross-cutting issues relevant to Professional Ethics, Gender, 

Human Values, Environment and Sustainability into the Curriculum” 

 

Professional Ethics in Robinson Crusoe: 
 Professional ethics are principles that govern the behavior of a person or group in a business 

environment. Like values, professional ethics provide rules on how a person should act towards other 

people and institutions in such an environment. 

 Robinson Crusoe’s thriftiness and conservation of the corn is a classic example of the work 

ethic.  One day he discovers the growth of corn where he had emptied a bag containing the remnants of 

chicken feed.  Instead of promptly eating the corn, desiring a different food and basking in this new 

found ‘wealth’, Crusoe “carefully saved the ears of this corn […] and laying up every corn, [he] 

resolved to sow them all again, hoping in time to have some quantity sufficient to supply me with 

bread”.  He proceeds to wait four years before he allows himself to eat even a single grain of corn. 

 This demonstrates self-restraint, rational behavior and thriftiness, all which are typical of the 

professional work ethic.  Instead of using his ‘wealth’ immediately and leaving himself without any 

corn to replant, he uses the corn to generate a greater crop which goes on to sustain him for the rest of 

his time on the island.  

 Crusoe’s use of gun powder shows another example of thriftiness and self control.  Unlike the 

corn which he can replant and generate a greater quantity of corn year after year until he has a 

satisfactory surplus, the gunpowder cannot be regenerated: “I began to perceive my powder abated 

considerably, and this was a want which it was impossible for me to supply”.  The gunpowder in 

particular provided him a way to kill goats, a main source of food for him.  Showing orderly, rational 

thinking, Crusoe decided to trap some of the goats and build an enclosed pasture for them so they 

would be easier to locate and kill when he needed them and did not have gunpowder.  His plan had 

great success, “and in about a year and a half [he] had a flock of about twelve goats, kids and all; and in 

two years more [he] had three and forty, besides several that [he] took and killed for [his] food”.  He 

also realizes that by taming the goats he is able to milk them, and make cheese and butter.  Crusoe 

marvels, “what a table was here spread for me in a wilderness, where I saw nothing at first but to perish 

for hunger!”  He also finds other uses for the goats, including using the tallow to make candles and the 

skins for clothing.  Through his hard work and rational behavior Crusoe is able to find ample 

sustenance on the island when he originally had very little. 

 

Gender Issues in Draupadi: 
 Gender equality is necessary in an institution. Every activity and program of the institute should 

provide equal opportunity for all for maintaining equality. Men and women should be at par when 

education is concerned and the institution should not discriminate in favor of either of them. 

 In Draupadi, Devi presents a strong woman who despite being marginalized and exploited, 

transgresses conventional sexual and societal standards. Dopdi subverts the physicality of her body 

from powerlessness into powerful resistance. She does not represent the tribal woman by romanticizing 

her depiction of Dopdi but instead realistically re-presents her through simple language and complex 

emotions. Draupadi recognizes a woman’s body as an asset through which they can resist the socio-

political objectification of their bodies and overcome oppression. 
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Human Values: 
 The Old Man and The Sea is the most moving story of man's courage and endurance. It is a 

parable of man's unconquerable spirit in the face of adverse forces. Santiago's struggle is against 

inimical natural forces but he goes on fighting a relentless battle even in the face of many odds. He has 

dauntless spirit and unyielding will. Allied to the theme of victory through suffering and defeat in the 

physical plane is the theme of the interdependence of men. "There are many good fishermen, and many 

are great". He admires all and is full of love and compassion.  

 Santiago is an illustration of life's struggle and his faith in the nobility of human suffering. Even 

in his defeat, he attains the glory and dignity in his calm resignation, in his compassion. He is like 

Shakespeare's King Lear who finds joy and consolation in the companionship of Cordelia even when 

he is worn out with sufferings. He defends the values of life in his worst disaster and defeat. He shows 

man's unconquerable spirit. 

 

Environment and Sustainability: 
 As a poet of Nature, Wordsworth stands supreme. He is "a worshipper of Nature", Nature's 

devotee. Tintern Abbey is a poem with Nature as its theme. "A motion and a spirit, that impels/All 

thinking, all objects of all thoughts/And rolls through all things". Here he tells us that he has felt the 

presence of a sublime spirit in the setting sun, the round ocean, the living air, the blue sky and the mind 

of man. This belief in a divine spirit pervading all the objects of Nature is called Pantheism. The music 

of the poem is also noteworthy. The sublimity of the verse suits the loftiness of the theme. The blank 

verse of the poem is dignified and we see here an instance of Wordsworth's grand style. 

 He also believes that Nature heals our troubles and sorrows. The poet was miserable in the city. 

The daylight was joyless. The noise and the mad fever of the town life seem to stop the beating of his 

heart. At such times the memory of this scene of the mountains, field and the rivers cured his troubles 

and brought him happiness. 
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